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This book is the story of a majestic bomber of the propeller era flying perilous combat missions

against a sleek, nimble warplane of the jet age, the Soviet MiG-15. A very heavy bomber and a sky

giant during World War II, at that time the B-29 was the most advanced combat aircraft in the world.

By the time North Korea attacked its southern neighbour in 1950, thus starting the Korean War

(1950-1953) the B-29 had been reclassified a medium bomber. Many of its crew members had

fought their war and settled down to raise families and begin careers only to be recalled to fight

another war on a distant Asian peninsula.
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Highly recommended and good value for money.

Osprey's Combat series combines the best archival photography available with specially

commissioned artworks and first hand accounts, making these books favourites amongst historians,

modellers and aviation enthusiasts everywhere.

Robert Dorr's book contains a priceless collection of photos and beautiful B-29 renderings by Mark

Styling, plus narrative drawn from the personal experiences of those who crewed the aircraft and

fought the Korean air war. As one of those interviewed for the book, I thank the author, not only for

bringing the role of all of the B-29 units in the forgotten war to the general public, but also for the



inspiration and reference source his work provided in preparing and motivating me to write "Black

Tuesday Over Namsi, B-29s vs MiGs--the Forgotten Air Battle of the Korean War..." Thank you,

Bob.

Covers a section in warfare on this aircraft. The units and base locations are covered in detail. The

missions flown and numbers loss is well detail. After reading did not know that so many of this

aircraft got shot down by migs.

Almost all the Aircraft was from the 98'h Bomb group ...Ignored the 307th and the 19th Groupsthe

307th on Okinowa were the first to engage .the Mig 15 and the Yak'sFrederick Meier ,survivor of the

conflict

Great memories for a Korean War Vet. A good background and historical context book for the B-29

Super Fortress. Well done.

I bought this for my uncle who was in the Korean war and his plane went down. Not sure if he's read

it yet however.

Good detail of Korean B-29 activities.

Excellent.

This book really opened my eyes about the hardships faced by B-29 crews in Korea. An excellent

read. Do not pass this up!
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